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The Problem 
Switzerland is technically highly developed and has a high standard in terms of infrastructure and preparedness 
for potential crises. However, the processes and structures are still very much expert driven and lay people or 
volunteers take only very minor role in the entire disaster management concept. Crisis or event communication 
is mainly conducted via established and conservative media such as radio and television. At the same time social 
media has penetrated the daily communication habits and changed the way people communicate with each 
other. Thanks to the enormously rapid development in these areas during the last decade people are able to 
form their own opinions and envisage on any conspicuous situation in their own culture and everyday 
environment. Hence there is a growing tension between what used to be the “all knowing” authority – in this 
case disaster managers – and the affected population who is nowadays able to not only share local knowledge 
but do this quite often faster than the experts. In other words, the established government systems are not as 
quick as social group methods and this can have an impact on disaster preparedness and resilience. This tension 
leads to a potential loss in trust towards the disaster management. Recent studies show that social media like 
Twitter on mobile devices can play a significant role in providing relevant near-real-time information from 
disaster affected citizens to disaster managersi.  
 
The Science 
Volunteered Geographic 
Information (VGI)ii has been 
found as a reliable, efficient 
and valuable source of 
information in disastersiii. 
However the integration of 
VGI into established 
processes and the validation 
of quality is still a challengeiv 
and therefore reluctantly 
taken as serious source by 
emergency managers. Still 
the phenomenon ‘Crisis 
Mapping’v has shown an 
enormous potential to 
support the conventional disaster management strategies. Yet to integrate Crisis Mapping into existing 
processes a lot of mental development is necessary and the existing patterns like top-down communication 
need to be changed to a more network-characterised thinking and perception. To prepare for Crisis Mapping in 
Switzerland Roth et al.vi postulate a five step program. The first step is to start a stakeholder dialogue followed 
by a clarification of legal obstacles. Then initiate joint crisis exercises and foster risk mapping projects. Finally 
include ICTs in training and education strategies. If ICTs are included in the process their willingness to support 
the entire process and workflow will not only increase but also strengthen the entire Crisis Mapping backbone 
concept. 

 
 
The application to policy and practice 
Followed by the recommendation of Roth et al. an 
expert workshop with representatives of disaster 
relief management, federal bodies, academia, 
media and infrastructure was held in September 
2013vii. This first meeting was very successful in 
terms of networking, sharing ideas, fostering 
relations and introducing challenges and threats for 
each part of the organisational network. All 
participants agreed that a strong network of 
different stakeholders helps to manage crises more 
effectively. 
 
As a further result of this workshop a mobile App 
was developed at the Institute of Geomatics 
Engineering of University of Applied Sciences and 
Arts North-western Switzerland, School of 
Architecture, Civil Engineering and Geomaticsviii. This mobile App is a browser based solution that runs both on 
mobile devices as on computers and allows for a two way communication, i.e. on the one hand the 
corresponding authority has a reserved channel that they can use to push information to the user. On the other 
hand users are able to collect and report their own events and observations and as such generate user specific 
content. The information is stored in a central database and can be analysed with other expert tools like 
Geographic Information Systems (GIS). In order to familiarise the user with the App and to guarantee that the 
user knows how to handle it in an unexpected crisis situation the App provides a news reader to invite the user 
to use it on a regular, daily base. So far the App has not been tested during a disaster. 
 
Did it make a difference? 
Since the workshop in September 2013 and the development of the mobile application Prof. Stark as head of the 
development team of the App was invited several times to speak at conferences or special meetings of local and 
national gatherings of crisis managers and introduce the concept of Crisis Mapping. In August 2014 the crisis 
exercise “INSIEME” took place in Canton Baselland that also integrated social media as information channel. 
Image 1: Experts Report at crisis exercise “INSIEME” in August 2014 
These are first steps in finding ways in a technologically highly developed environment to make disaster 
management more comprehensive and integrate the affected population and take advantage of modern 
technologies. However there is still a long way to go and further research is necessary. Especially the 
development and installation of an attractive app that will be used regularly in non-crisis times is a strong 
challenge but a need in order to have it ready and established when it should be used for crisis mapping in a 
disaster.  
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Image 1: Smartphone Application that supports two way communications between 
citizens and authorities. 

 

 

 
Image 2: Experts Report at crisis exercise “INSIEME” in 

August 2014 
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